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Agenda

▶ Reading and Writing Connections

▶ History of English

▶ A sequence of instruction

▶ Strategies to move your readers forward



▶ Reciprocal relationship – reading and spelling 

(Ehri, 1997, 2006; Ellis, 1997; Invernizzi & Hayes, 2004; Nunes, Bryant, &

    Bindman, 2006; Ouellette, & Sénéchal, 2008; Templeton, 2011; Treiman, 
1998, 2006; Zutell &Rasinski, 1989)



Ed Henderson told us:

▶ Ultimately words do need to be memorized but an understanding of the 
system (generalizations or word knowledge) reduces the memory load 
and helps us to “walk through” words with sensible expectations about 
what we need to remember.

Henderson, E.H. (1990). Teaching spelling (2nd ed.). Boston: Houghton Mifflin.



One sentence can be a lot!



What is involved?

▶ Segment the sentence into words or syllables and 
determine the first word.

▶ Segment the word into phonemes
▶ Think of a letter to represent the phoneme
▶ Remember how to write the letter.
▶ Write the letter.
▶ Recall what you were trying to spell
▶ Repeat the process and get the sounds and letters 

in the right order on the paper.



Invented Spelling - Why?

▶ There is no better phonics exercise than trying to figure 
out how to spell a word that a writer needs for their own 
purpose.

▶ Invented spelling has been controversial but it is ironic 
that those who are strong proponents of phonics are 
often opposed to invented spelling

▶ Without invented spellings children could never to 
expected to write freely about any topic using any 
words they choose.





Your Task

▶ Work with a partner and decide where these other consonants will go, 
voiced or unvoiced:

  b s v w t g j
   m  th  y



Th - voiced or unvoiced?

▶ Say: thing   think   thin
▶ Unvoiced
▶ Say: that  those  then
▶ Voiced
▶ Thin and then are virtually homophones except for 

that subtle difference in TH.
▶ Children may or may not notice this difference and 

not necessary to teach.



Why do we need to know phonetics?

▶ Look at these spellings and figure out WHY a child might spell like this:

give =  KV

with =  WF

chip =  JB



ESL Learners

Many consonant sounds in English do not occur in other languages:

▶ Spanish:  j  z  v sh  th  (r is rolled)

▶ Chinese: b d  g  s v  z  v ch  sh  th

▶ Japanese: f   l  v  th

▶ Implications?



What is going 
on with W 
words with 
R-controlled 
vowels?  

My search of 
words that 
start with W_R 
as well as WA



Possible Historical Explanation

▶ “Blackletter” was a style use by scribes and early 
printers when spelling was first becoming 
standardized and paper was expensive

▶ Visually confusing!  Which letter stands out?
▶ W, V and U were used interchangeably at times 

(cwen queen ).  



U was closed when it came next to V 
or W to avoid confusion



“Double U”

▶ A curious letter!
▶ “world wide web” is only 3 syllables. But the 

“abbreviation” is 9 syllables: “double-u, 
doulble-u, double-u



W continued

▶ No w in Romance languages such as Spanish and 
French

▶ Occurs in very few major European languages and 
the sound may alternate with  /v/ as in German and 
Hebrew. 

▶ In Welsh W is a vowel representing U.
▶  In English is occurs as part of vowel pairs: ow, ew, 

aw





If The Dinosaurs Came Back….

▶ Kareem’s story of a 
brontosaurus

▶ Letter name spelling is 
often readable when 
you know the “code”

▶ What is going on here 
with short vowels?



Kareem’s Spellings

HAD   TAL    tell

BAD   GAT   get      

MAN   RAS    rest

COPS

HM        bit?     

FX           pig?        



Logical Vowel Substitutions*

▶ Short a = A
▶ Short e = A
▶ Short i  = E
▶ Short  o = I
▶ Short u  = O

▶ sat = SAT
▶ net = NAT
▶ pig = PEG
▶ job = GIB
▶ bump = BOP

*Reflect the “Great Vowel Shift”  during Middle English



ESL Learners 

▶ ESL learners will find the vowels of 
English even more of a 
challenge!

▶ Spanish does not contain the 
short vowel sounds for a, e, i or u.  
Only short o occurs and it is 
spelled with the letter a: gracias

▶ This means that they have to 
learn to pronounce and 
identify sounds that do not 
occur in their native 
language. 



Sequence of Instruction   

▶ Review initial consonants with pictures
▶ Same-vowel word families
▶ Digraphs with pictures
▶ Blends with pictures
▶ Mixed-vowel word families with blends & digraphs
▶ Simple CVC patterns with short vowels
▶ Short vowels with digraphs and blends 
▶ Short vowels and preconsonantal nasals



Word Families

▶ What are word families?

▶ “Phonograms”

▶ Words in which the “rime” is spelled the same and only the “onset” varies:

s-ing   r-ing   th-ing  br-ing  str-ing
▶ The onset-rime break (s-it) is a “natural” division that is easier than s-i-t or si-t



Why Study Word Families?



The same chunks occur in many 
multisyllabic words

candle
cancellation
transparent
banner
canyon

fantastic
Randleman
management
incandescent





Sequence of instruction

▶ Common Vowel patterns – Long
▶ R-Influenced Vowels
▶ Diphthongs and other ambiguous vowels
▶ Complex consonants 
▶ Miscellaneous – contractions, homophones, plurals



3 Layers of English Spelling

 Alphabet:  Sounds in language match 
systematically to letters:   rain = RAN

Pattern:  In English the system is not always one to 
one.  Some sounds have more than one spelling 
and more than one letter:  rain rane  rayn  
rayne  reign ?

Meaning: meaning must be considered: The reign 
of the brutal king lasted for twenty long years.



Making Connections

Full Alphabetic
▪ bus = b - u - s
▪ clock = c - l - o - ck
▪ Complete connections 

for known features 
▪ important = i-m-p-or -t….
▪ unfriendly = un-fr-y
▪ Incomplete connections 

common for long words

Consolidated Alphabetic
▪ bus = b - us or bus
▪ clock = cl - ock
▪ important = 

im-port-ant
▪ unfriendly = 

un-friend-ly
▪ More complete 

connections



Analyze Elaine’s writing 



O Sort

box boat bone gone
drop soap drove love
lock toast nose done
block load joke
rod road smoke
chop toad rose

rode



Possible Weekly Routines

▪ Monday - introduce sort in group and ask students to 
sort their own words at seats

▪ Tuesday - sort words again,  write the sort.  first timed 
sorts.

▪ Wednesday - buddy sorts: blind sort, writing sort
▪ Thursday - word hunt in reading materials, games, 2nd 

timed sorts
▪ Friday - spelling test (accountability and progress 

monitoring)



Copy sort and reflect in word study 
notebook:



Timed Sorts

▪ Try with online stopwatch
▪ Record your time
▪ Check – add 5 seconds for each error
▪ Try again 

▪ http://www.online-stopwatch.com/full-screen-st
opwatch/

http://www.online-stopwatch.com/full-screen-stopwatch/
http://www.online-stopwatch.com/full-screen-stopwatch/


Blind Sort with Partner
You Try It

Set up headers

One partner reads 
the words

The other indicates 
the category

Lay word down to 
check

Switch roles



Writing sort

Write headers 

One students 
reads the word for 
the other to write

Word is then laid 
down to check



Word Hunts in literature turn up more 
words and extend the generalization



Add words to word study notebook



Homework Routines  



2nd grade Teacher 

▶ Weekly Routines and Strategies

http://pdtoolkit.pearsoncmg.com/wordstheirway6e/video/11741


bone blow boat ?
rode
chose

grow
snow
crow
glow
know
show
slow

float
roast
toad
toast
road
coast
groan

now
cow
told
ghost



Look for Patterns

▪ Throat = CVVC
▪ Blow = CVV  
▪ What is the role of the W in this word? 
▪ W acts a vowel “marker” in other patterns (few, 

saw) but is never a vowel by itself:
▪ Told and ghost = CVCC 
▪ This pattern occurs in child and find also.



Reflect on Long “O”

▪ In this two week unit on long “o” what will 
students learn?

▪ They will practice hearing the short and long 
sounds.

▪ They will learn that long o can be spelled with 
several patterns:  OA, O-E, OW and Occ.



“I’m Out” Card Game 

▶ Shuffle one set of words from two weeks and deal to at least 
three players.  Person to right of dealer starts.

▶ First player lays down a word and identifies the pattern and 
sound.

▶ The next player must “follow suit” or pass.
▶ When everyone is out of the “suit” the last one can play 

another word and begin a new “suit”
▶ Oddballs can be a “suit” but player must explain why.
▶ The winner is the first to run out of words



English is complex!

▶ But when we collect words into categories we 
can find regularity

▶ Good readers and spellers are “pattern 
detectors” who develop a “feel” for these letter 
sound correspondences and use them to read 
new words.
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